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What is the best rated countertop microwave
If you're in the market for a microwave convection oven, we've got your back. With so many options to choose from and brands to research, it's hard to find which one is best suited for your needs. That's why we compiled our list of 12 top rated microwaves that are sure to meet all of your requirements and exceed any expectations you may have
about the appliance. The following list has been created with convenience, durability, and price in mind - all while maintaining quality! So take a look below at what we found and see if these microwaves will be right for you! Best overall: Toshiba ML2-EC10SA(BS) The Toshiba ML2-EC10SA(BS) Multifunctional Microwave Oven with Healthy Air Fry is
perfect for anyone looking for a versatile and healthy way to cook their food. The convection cooking function ensures that your food is cooked evenly, while the position memory turntable makes it easy to get your food just the way you want it. The easy-clean interior and ECO mode make this oven not only efficient but environmentally friendly as well.
Best value: Panasonic Microwave Panasonic HomeChef is 4-in-1 oven that has Air Fryer, Convection Bake, FlashXpress Broiler, and Inverter Microwave Technology. This oven comes with a stainless steel finish and 1.2 cubic feet of cooking space. The interior is easy to clean so you can spend less time worrying about messes and more time enjoying
your food. With 1000 watts of power, this oven can handle whatever you throw at it. Plus, the inverter technology ensures that your food will come out cooked evenly every time. Best for home: RCA RMW1205 This kitchen powerhouse is the perfect addition to your home. The RCA RMW1205 1.2 cu ft Microwave, Digital Air Fryer, Convection Oven,
Combo-Fry has everything you need to cook like a pro. With its XL capacity, you can cook large meals with ease, and the digital touch screen makes it easy to navigate. Plus, the included air fryer lets you enjoy crispy food without all the added fat and calories. Don't miss out on this must-have appliance - get the RCA RMW1205 1.2 cu ft Microwave,
Digital Air Fryer, Convection Oven, Combo-Fry today! Best energy saving: Galanz GSWWA16S1SA10 The Galanz GSWWA16S1SA10 3-in-1 SpeedWave with TotalFry 360, Microwave, Air Fryer is the perfect appliance for people who want to eat healthy without sacrificing flavor or taste. The unique combination of features lets you cook food in a variety
of ways, all in one machine. With a cooking capacity of 1.6 cubic feet, this machine is perfect for singles or small families. The sleek stainless steel design also means it will look great in any kitchen. Best durable: Sharp SMC1585BS If you're looking for a powerful and versatile microwave oven, look no further than the SHARP SMC1585BS. This 1.5 cu.
ft. model features convection cooking, which is perfect for baking or browning food. Plus, the stainless steel finish gives your kitchen a touch of sophistication. You may consider: Showing 1 - 10 in 12 results RANKING LIST | SORT BY SCORES 8.8AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on
the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more Toshiba 8.8AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or
sales agent websites. Learn more Panasonic 8.8AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more RCA 8.6AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our
experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more Toshiba 8.6AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score
doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more Galanz 8.4AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more Toshiba 8.2AR Score AR
Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more Galanz 8.2AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected
by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more SMC1585BS 8.2AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent
websites. Learn more Toshiba 8.2AR Score AR Score is a scoring system developed by our experts. The score is from 0 to 10 based on the data collected by the Appliances Radar tool. This score doesn't impact from any manufacturer or sales agent websites. Learn more SHARPLast update on 2022-04-02 / Affiliate links / Images, Product Titles, and
Product Highlights from Amazon Product Advertising API What are microwave convection ovens? The best microwave convection ovens are high-quality microwaves that can make food heat up quickly and evenly. They also have a tray for cooking other items like vegetables, meat, or even pizza! This article will answer 5 questions before you buy the
best microwave convection ovens to help you find the best one for your needs. 1. Are microwave convection ovens difficult to use? Best microwave convection ovens can be very easy to use and require little instruction. Some come with a manual, but most don't need one! Just follow the instructions on your best microwave convection oven's box or
booklet for best results when cooking food. 2. What is best about microwave convection ovens? Microwave convection ovens are best because they can cook food evenly and quickly. They also have a tray for baking, so you can get two dishes done at once! 3. What are some features of microwaves with convection mode? Some features of the best
microwaves with convection modes include the following: - Heating and cooking food evenly - Speed - many best microwaves with convection modes can heat up your food much faster than a regular microwave oven - Capacity - some best microwaves with convection modes have larger capacities, so they're perfect for cooking large meals 4. What
types of best microwave convection ovens? Microwave convection ovens come in three types: countertop microwaves with convection modes, built-in best microwaves with convection modes, and over-the-range best microwaves with convection modes. 5. What sizes of microwave convection ovens? The microwave convection ovens can come in many
different best sizes. If you have a larger best microwave convection oven, this may mean that it takes more space on your countertops or cabinet. We have the best microwave convection ovens for you. If you are in need of a new one, or if you want to upgrade your current one with a better model, we can help. Our team is ready and waiting to provide
any information about all models on our site so that when it comes time for purchase, you know which option will work best for your needs and budget. Here are some more reasons why Microwave Convection Ovens from Appliances Radar should be at the top of your list this year! What other features would make these microwaves even better?
Cuisinart CMW-100 Magic Chef 1.1 Cubic-Foot Countertop Microwave How We Tested Countertop Microwaves How Much Should I Spend on a Microwave? Other Countertop Microwaves We Tested More Articles You Might Enjoy Credit: Reviewed / Jackson Ruckar The Cuisinart CMW-100 is our favorite countertop microwave for most people. Credit:
Reviewed / Jackson Ruckar The Magic Chef 1.1 Cubic-Foot Countertop Microwave is our favorite affordable countertop microwave. Hi all, my name is Julia MacDougall, and I’m the senior scientist here at Reviewed. I have a lot of experience with testing a wide variety of products—from water filter pitchers, fire extinguishers, and dehumidifiers to
smart thermostats, STEM coding toys, and air purifiers. Most of the stuff I test isn’t food-related, so my tummy rumbled in excitement when I saw that I’d be putting these microwaves through their paces. The Tests Credit: Reviewed / Julia MacDougall We ran each microwave through five different objective tests, in addition to our subjective
evaluation. People don’t really think much about their microwaves, beyond their ability to heat up food or beverages in a timely fashion. However, there are a number of neat and useful features built into each microwave. To try to get a grip on how well a given microwave can actually do its job, I subjected each microwave to a battery of food tests,
including: Water test: To get a sense for the raw power available in each product, we warmed up three cups of water for two minutes on the microwave’s maximum power setting, and then measured the temperature of the water. Typically, more powerful microwaves will result in hotter water temperatures. Tomato sauce test: Most expensive
microwaves, such as those that have multi-stage cooking abilities (i.e. the ones that have inverter technology built-in), actually have different power levels so that you can adjust the level at which your food is nuked. To see if there is actually a difference in the microwave’s power levels, we heated up a cup of tomato sauce in a ceramic dish for 30
seconds on level 2, 30 seconds on level 6, and 30 seconds on level 10, measuring the temperature in between each stage of heating. If the levels actually correspond to different levels of heating, then the rate of temperature change between the three stages should be distinctly different. Popcorn test: One of the most obvious use cases for a
microwave is popping popcorn. As a lover of popcorn, I was definitely excited to have a guilt-free reason to pop lots of popcorn. Using the popcorn setting on each microwave, we popped a normal-sized bag of popcorn. Once the microwave stopped, we looked at the popcorn to see if either the bag or the popcorn was burnt, as well as recorded the
number of unpopped kernels. The best microwaves can pop your popcorn without burning it and leave only a few kernels unpopped. Hungry-Man test: If you don’t have the time or effort to spend cooking or assembling a meal kit, a frozen dinner is a tried-and-true way to get food on the table as quickly as possible. To see how well a microwave could
heat up a frozen dinner, we followed the microwave directions on the back of the Hungry-Man Boneless Fried Chicken dinner box. When it was done cooking, we looked at each of the four dinner components (two breaded chicken patties, mashed potatoes, corn, and a brownie) to see if they were evenly and/or thoroughly cooked. If the mashed
potatoes came lukewarm while everything else was steaming hot, we docked points from that microwave. Pork roast test: Reheating leftovers is another common reason to use a microwave. After thoroughly cooking four small boneless pork loins, we cut them up into smaller slices and let them cool in the fridge overnight. The next day, we put four
palm-size pork loin slices on a small plate, covered them with a paper towel, and used the setting on the product that was most appropriate for reheating approximately 8 oz. of meat. Once the microwave finished reheating the meat, we touched each piece of pork to determine if it was hot enough to eat. A good microwave should not only be able to
pass these food tests, but it should also make the user experience as easy and forgettable as possible. When assessing each microwave, we looked for common pain points such as non-responsive buttons, confusing or dimly-lit control panels and buttons, loud humming noises, or anything that would prevent the microwave from being easy to clean with
a wet paper towel. Our favorite microwaves are both effective and user-friendly. How Much Should I Spend on a Microwave? Credit: Reviewed / Jackson Ruckar We suggest choosing a unit that will cost you between $100 and $200. A microwave can cost you anywhere from $20 to $2,000, which suggests an equally wide range of performance and
quality. But as it turns out, very expensive models aren’t inherently better than the ones that go for around $100, because most microwaves are made by a handful of manufacturers and the core technology is all the same. If you’re drawn to super high-end design, covet a ton of crazy features, or want a unit that’s built into your cabinetry, you will
need to spend at least a couple hundred dollars on a microwave. But if you’re just looking for a countertop unit that will heat and defrost evenly and has some useful bonus functions, we suggest choosing a unit that will cost you between $100 and $200. The rest of your small appliance budget can be spent on a nice multi-cooker, air fryer, or fancy
pizza oven. What Size and Wattage is Right for Me? Credit: Reviewed / Jackson Ruckar Make sure that the microwave you choose fits into your kitchen and meets your needs. The two key microwave specifications are interior size, measured in cubic feet, and wattage. When you’re shopping for a new unit, you’re guaranteed to see these specs listed
before anything else. Of course, external dimensions also matter so you know if the microwave will actually fit in your kitchen, but you’ll need to go digging for those details in the product description. Microwave sizes generally range from 0.5 to just over 2 cubic feet. We find that most models over 1.5 cubic feet are needlessly big—unless you plan to
cook turkey dinners in your microwave, or reheat entire casserole dishes, you won’t need that much space. If you have a large dish to reheat, the oven will almost always give you better results, anyway. Credit: Reviewed / Jackson Ruckar Wattage is usually related but not directly proportional to size—you can expect large microwaves to also have
higher wattages. Compact microwaves (between 0.5 and 0.9 cubic feet) can suit smaller kitchens, dorms, and anywhere you need to conserve counter space, but may be too small to cook or reheat all types of food. Ultimately, buy whatever size suits your needs, and make sure to compare the exterior dimensions to your actual space before you invest,
but remember that bigger isn’t always better. Wattage is usually related but not directly proportional to size—you can expect large microwaves to also have higher wattages. People often believe that the higher the wattage, the better the microwave is, but we’ve found that isn’t always the case. Even though we recommend a baseline of 900-1000
watts for mid-sized microwaves, there are compact microwaves in this roundup with just 700 watts each that heat evenly. A microwave can be overpowered, meaning the high wattage can quickly overcook food. Generally, the higher the wattage, the faster your microwave cooks. So if you’re only using your unit for basic tasks or don’t care about
lightning speeds, don’t be afraid of lower wattages. Choose the microwave that balances size and wattage to suit your needs. Which Presets Matter? Credit: Reviewed / Jackson Ruckar Presets are useful, but most microwaves operate the same way. Most microwaves have a full panel of preset options for different modes and types of food. But what
does pressing those buttons actually do? And which presets matter? All microwaves operate on the same basic principle: A magnetron generates microwaves, which excite the water molecules in food and cause them to heat up. So, pressing a button only controls the on and off interval of the magnetron. When you set a time, your microwave heats up
your food at full power for the time you enter on the keypad. But when you press a button like Defrost, Popcorn, or Potato, most microwaves simply alternate between 0 and 100 percent power for a predetermined period of time that can vary from model to model. Find a microwave that includes the presets you use most often, but don’t stress about
finding one that has them all—they’re not critical. One preset that we actually find rather useful is the sensor cook option. Sensor controls on your microwave generally adjust the cook time based on the amount of steam the food gives off, while newer and more expensive models use even more precise technology to determine when food is done
cooking. If you want to take the guesswork out of microwaving something, consider a unit with a sensor cook option. Other Countertop Microwaves We Tested Julia MacDougall Senior Scientist @reviewed Julia is the Senior Scientist at Reviewed, which means that she oversees (and continually updates) the testing of products in Reviewed's core
categories such as televisions, washing machines, refrigerators, and more. She also determines the testing methods and standards for Reviewed's "The Best Right Now" articles. See all of Julia MacDougall's reviews Cassidy Olsen Editor, Kitchen & Cooking @olsencassidy Cassidy covered all things cooking as the kitchen editor for Reviewed from 2018
to 2020. An experimental home chef with a healthy distrust of recipes, Cassidy lives by the "Ratatouille" philosophy that, with a few techniques and key tools, anyone can cook. She's produced in-depth reviews and guides on everything from meal kits to stand mixers and the right way to cook an egg. See all of Cassidy Olsen's reviews Our team is here
for one purpose: to help you buy the best stuff and love what you own. Our writers, editors, and lab technicians obsess over the products we cover to make sure you're confident and satisfied. Have a different opinion about something we recommend? Email us and we'll compare notes. Shoot us an email
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